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• , INTRODUCTION 
Among the structural problems of ring theory is that of splitting a 
ring with respect to a prime ideal, that is, decomposing the ring into a 
direct sum of a ring and a prime ideal. We shall be concerned with split­
ting algebras over field, k, which are generated by two extension fields 
and F2. Suppose that A = F1F2 k-algebra generated by Fj and F2 and 
let V be a prime ideal in A. We can consider A/as a k-algebra, and 
also it is generated by copies of F^ and F2. Now if we wish to split A 
with respect to , we must find a subalgebra, I, in A which is isomor­
phic to A/ and maps naturally onto A/*^ . We shall also require I 
to be a k-subalgebra of A. 
To investigate the existence of such a subalgebra in A it is ex­
pedient to utilize the tensor product, F^x^Fg. We have a canonical 
k-homomorphism f from the tensor product F^X]^F2onto A. If there is a 
k-subalgebra, I', of ^ ^^^2 is k-isomorphic to A/and which 
intersects the complete counterimage, 4' ^, of in zero, A will then 
contain a subalgebra, I' 4' , which is isomorphic to A/ and which inter­
sects in zero. The algebra I' ^  may not split A since it could map 
properly but isomorphically into A/ . However, the existence of this 
algebra is necessary for the splitting of A with respect to V" .• It is 
in this context that the study of endomorphisms of the tensor product is 
of value to the splitting problem. 
Our aim is to reduce the problem to that of finding a subalgebra in 
the tensor product of two fields that have a unique free join (See Defini­
tion 2,3.1). After a short section of preliminary remarks, we examine 
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the structure of the tensor product modulo the radical. In Theorem 3.9 
we obtain the interesting result that if R = ® finite primary 
decomposition for the zero ideal, fl (0), then R modulo its radical 
is the direct sum of the free joins of and F^. In the proof of the 
theorem it is also shown that F^x^F^ is the direct sum of rings which 
are tensor products of fields which have unique free joins. The result 
itself is of interest in ring theory in attempting to characterize a ring 
which has a primary decomposition for the zero ideal and is a direct sum 
of the ring modulo the primary components of zero. 
Theorem 3.10 gives us a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
_tensor product modulo its radical to contain a composite subalgebra. 
Theorem 4.4 is an extension of 3.10 to the tensor product. 
Theorem 4.7 shows that if F2X^F2 modulo the radical contains a com­
posite subalgebra and certain local subalgebras of F2X^F2 contain 
k-coefficient fields, then contain a composite subalgebra 
if FiX^F2 modulo some primary component of zero does. We then close 
with a more detailed analysis of the tensor product modulo the primary 
components of zero. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
1. Ideal Theory. We shall be using a number of results from clas­
sical ideal theory. Here we shall state those that will be relevant. For 
proofs and further results the reader is referred to Zariski and Samuel 
l7 ]. 
Definition 2.1.1. Let Ot be an ideal of a ring R. By the radical 
of 01 , Rad ( 0%), we mean ^ x \ x € R and there is same n such that 
e Ct} . 
Definition 2.1.2. An ideal of a ring R is prime if whenever 
ab € , then either a € or b ^ 'J- . *7 is primary if whenever ab € *7 
and a ^  T 5 then there is an n such that  ^ "1 . 
2.1.3. The radical of a primary ideal is prime. 
Definition 2.1.4. A primary representation, (X = f\^^, of an 
ideal, ^ as the intersection of a finite number of primary ideals, 
^ is called irredundant if 
(i) No ^  contains the intersection of the others. 
(ii) The associated prime ideals of the ^ i~ 
Rad (.^ j), are distinct. 
2.1.5. Any ideal that has a primary representation, has an ir­
redundant representation. 
2.1.6. The associated prime ideals of an ideal that has a primary 
representation are uniquely determined. 
, Definition 2.1.7. Let 0%. have a primary representation, ^ = 
n ^ i* is a minimal member of the associated primes of ^ 
(f is called an isolated prime of Ot . Otherwise c' is an imbedded 
prime of Ot . If 0% = /I ' i irredundant, ^  ^ ±s called a primary 
component of ^ ^ is either an isolated or an imbedded component 
according to whether f = Rad ( ^  is isolated or imbedded. 
2.1.8. The isolated prime ideals of ^ are the minimal elements of 
the set of prime ideals which contain , 
2.1.9. The isolated primary components of an irredundant primary 
representation are unique. 
2.1.10. If the zero ideal has a primary representation, then the 
set of nilpotent elements of R, i.e. the radical of the zero ideal or 
more commonly the nil radical of R, is the intersection of the isolated 
prime ideals of (0). 
2.1.11. If the zero ideal has a primary representation, then the 
set of zero-divisors of R is the union of the associated prime ideals 
(isolated and imbedded) of (0). 
2. Subdirect sum representations. Let CR-ctl be a collection of 
rings. We define the complete subdirect sum of the Rot' s, , to be 
the cartesian product, IT Rg_ , with the multiplication and 
addition defined component-wise. Now let S be a subring of ©t • 
If S is such that the component mappings (which are homomorphisms) are 
onto the respective Rg^'s, we say that S is a subdirect sum of the 
 ^oc.  ^s^ fti * 
2.2.1. Let X. be a collection of ideals of R such that 
A = (0). Then R ^  %% ^R/ . Conversely if R = X ^R ^  , 
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then there is a set of ideals ^ of R such that ^c(.= (0) 
and R ^  = R / . 
Proof. Let {, 01^"^ be a set of ideals such that A ~ (0). 
Now define the homomorphism of R into % ^R/ OT by the rule that 
r (9 = [r 4- 01(^1 . Obviously the image of is a subdirect sum, 
YL gR/ Ct . Suppose that r <^ = 0. Then for all , r + is the 
zero coset in R/ or r € . Thus r 6 H Gtjjj. = (0), and 4^ is 
an isomorphism. 
Conversely, let ITg^ be the canonical homomorphism of R onto R ^  , 
and let ^ q/ = ker . Now R oi. ^ R/Ot^ . Furthermore A ^ Xcc~ 
r\ ker TTg^ = (0) since the only element that has a zero in every com­
ponent is the zero. 
2.2.2. Let S = /I ûl^ . Then R/ 2S is isomorphic to a subdirect 
sum % gR/ CK^ . 
Proof: Consider the collection of ideals C of R/ 
If X + dy ^  Pj then we have for every OC that the set x + <S C OC^  . 
Hence x + ^  C H and x S ^  . Thus f) ( ) = 0 and the 
assertion follows since R/ ^  = % g(R/ ^  and 
(R/ c# ) /( a / ) = R/(% . . 
oi 
Definition 2.2.3. A subdirect sum representation R = ^ gR is 
called a dense subdirect sum if for any finite set of elements ? 
i 
from distinct R _ , there is an r € R such that r»^^ _ = r,^^ 
2.2.4. If the ideals in 2.2.1 satisfy ^ = R for 0C5^ ^ > 
the subdirect sum R = %gR/ is dense. 
2.2.5. A finite dense subdirect sum is the complete direct sum. 
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2.2.6. Any subdirect sum of fields is dense if and only if the 
ideals ^c(. are distinct. 
2.2.7. Let I = ZlgR(x be a finite subdirect representation of an 
integral domain I. Then some R is isomorphic to I. 
Proof. Let 01^^= ker 1T^ . Then H 0I.«.= (0) which is a prime 
ideal. However TT H 01%, and hence TT ^eL= (0). Since there 
are only a finite number of s, then some (0), and R is 
isomorphic to I. 
This is only a brief summary of subdirect representations. For other 
results the reader is referred to Jacobson T 3 ], Krull I, 11 , or McCoy 
[4,5]. 
3. Composites and free joins 
Definition 2.3.1. Let and !£ be integral domain k-algebras 
(k a field). By a k-composite [ Q, s, tj we mean an integral domain 
k-algebra Q and k-isomorphisms, s and t, of In and !£ respectively into 
Q such that Q is generated by I^s and Igt. We say that s, 11 and 
Q', s', t'2 are equivalent composites of and if there is a 
k-isomorphism, , from Q onto Q such that s* = s and t' = t (Ç . 
We shall call a composite [ Q, s, t] of and Ig a free join if for 
any two k-algebraically independent sets, B-|_ C and B2 C. I2, Bj^s and 
B2t are disjoint and B^s U B2t is k-algebraically independent in Q. 
We now state several results involving composites. For proofs and 
additional information the reader is referred to Jacobson [ 21 or Zariski 
and Samuel {7,8 ]. 
2.3.2 Let R = If "o" is a prime ideal of R such that C\ 1^ 
(\ I2 = (0), then R/ is a k-composite of and I2. Furthermore 
any composite of and I2 is equivalent to R/for some prime . 
2.3.3. The free joins of and I2 are equivalent to 
where is a prime zero-divisor ideal of Ij^ Xj^ l2. 
2.3.4. The prime zero-divisor ideals of are minimal prime 
ideals. 
The following results pertain to tensor products and composites of 
fields. We shall adopt throughout standard notation . Let and F2 
be extension fields of a field k, and let R = F^^x^Fg. 
2.3.5. If F2 is algebraic over k, every k-composite of F-[_ and F2 is 
a field. 
2.3.6. If F2is separably generated over k, R possesses no non-zero 
nilpotent elements. 
2.3.7. If F2 is pure inseparable over k, the zero ideal of R is 
primary. The same result also holds if F-, is only an integral domain. 
In terms of composites this means that F^ and F2 have a unique free join 
(up to equivalence). 
2.3.8. if k is algebraically closed in F2, Fj_Xj^F2 is an integral 
domain. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall denote the composite 
r QjSjt^ as simply Q, or if we wish to be more specific we may write 
Q = Fj^''^F2'' where Fj_" = F^s and F2'' = F2t. 
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Let F-j_ and be extension fields of k, and set R = 
split R = Q + "^4 into the direct sum of a subalgebra,Q, and a prime ideal , 
5^ J Q must be a integral domain composite of and F2. This follows 
f r o m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i f  ^  i s  t h e  s p l i t t i n g  e n d o m o r p h i s m ,  F ^  A  k e r =  
Fg n ker = (0) and the image of ^ must be generated by F^ ^  and F^^. 
Thus in order to split the tensor product with respect to a prime ideal, 
there must be a composite of the fields existing in the tensor product. 
We shall require that this composite is a subalgebra of R. The need will 
arise to speak of composites in homomorphic images of R. In such cases 
these composites will also be restricted to subalgebras over the image 
of k. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R = F-j_Xj^F2 and be the set of prime zero-
divisors of R. Let N = r\ . Then R/N is a subdirect sum ^ ^R/ of 
the free joins of F^ and F2. 
Proof. Immediately from 2.2.2 and 2.3.3, which states that R/ 
is a free join. 
For the remainder of this section R will always be the tensor product 
Fj^x^Fg of two fields, ^"^Jthe complete set of zero-divisor prime ideals 
of R, N = n , and TT^ the canonical homomorphism from R/N onto 
R/ which arises in the subdirect sum representation above. 
Proposition 3.2. Let Q be a composite of F^ and Fg equivalent to 
R/ ^  that is contained in R. If Q N = (0), then 
(i) Each free join, R/ , of F^ and Fg contains a 
composite, , of F^ and Fg which is equivalent 
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to R/ where 
(ii) Q is a subdirect sum of the . 
Proof. Let <P be an endomorphism of R onto Q such that ker ^ ^ , 
and let ^ be the natural homomorphism of R onto R/N. Since Q Q N = 
(0), KJ restricted to Q is an isomorphism, and we have that Q = 
(Fi ^  y| ) (^2 4^*1 ) is a composite in R/N which is equivalent to Q. Since 
R/N = 22 then Q rj = X.gQo(. where each is a sub algebra of 
R/ . Namely Q = Q . Now since for i = 1,2, a 
field isomorphic to and Q is generated by Cp and F^ , 
we see that Q ^  is an integral domain composite of F]_ and F2. Since 
ker ^ ker we see that Q is equivalent to R/ where 
We note that if R is to split into Q , Q A N = (0) will usually 
be satisfied, that is, if contains some or equivalently Q is 
the homomorphic image of some free join of Fj^ and Fg. In such a case we 
have Q A '^ = (0), and hence if C "f- , then Q H N C Q A Q(\'tf= (0). 
At this point we shall restrict R to be a ring that has a primary rep­
resentation, n = (0), for its zero ideal. Among the rings that 
satisfy this condition are those that satisfy the ascending chain con­
dition. This, in turn, will be satisfied if one of the fields, Fj_ or 
F2, is finitely generated over k. (See Nagata [ 6 ], p. 168) 
The advantages of this assumption lie in the following. We recall 
from the previous section that the number of minimal prime ideals of R 
is finite and that each is a zero-divisor ideal (See 2.1.8 and 2.1.11). 
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Thus the subdirect sum representation of 3". 1 is finite. Also, if we pick 
the unique irredundant primary representation for the zero ideal (the 
uniqueness arises since all the prime zero-divisor ideals of F2^ Xj^ F2are 
minimal) we have a corresponding subdirect sum representation for 
R = IE] R/ where each 01^ is primary for . 
Directly from the finiteness of the subdirect sum and 2.2,7 we have 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that R = F-j^xj^F2 has a primary representation 
for the zero ideal. Let Q be a composite of F-|_ and F2 contained in R. 
Then the results of Proposition 3.2 hold, and also some Q is equivalent 
to Q. 
We note that the assumption Q H N = (0) is not necessary here since 
N consists only of nilpotent elements (2.1.10). 
Lemma 3.4. Let L be a sub-algebra of R/N and suppose that for each 
OC , L TT^ is a field. Then L is either a field or a direct sum of 
fields. 
Proof. Since, for all oc , L is a field, the ideals Fl L 
are maximal in L. If for some cL , /I L = (0), then L is a field. 
If, for some- oL , /I L f 0 let { "^OL 5 be a set of distinct ideals 
such that n ( 0 L) = (0), Then L = X gL TT^ . Since this 
subdirect sum is finite it must be a complete direct sum, L 
( 2 . 2 . 6 ) .  
Proposition 3.5. R/N is 51^ R/if and only if there is a sub-
algebra L of R/N such that L 1?^ is a field and the ideals H L 
are distinct. 
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Proof. If R/N = 27^ R/, then we can satisfy the conditions 
by picking L = . Suppose that L IT^ is a field and the 
n L are distinct. By the previous result we have that L = 
j L Tr^  . Let e €. R/N be such that e Tr|j = • Thenceis a 
set of orthogonal idempotents for L and hence for R/N. Thus we have 
R/N = j (R/N)e'TT^. Now consider restricted to (R/N)e . We have 
that, for any re R/N, (re^ ) TI^= r . Hence the image of (R/N)e 
is R/ . Furthermore for /3 5^ ot (R/N)eg^ "TTg =0 and (R/N)e^ C (\ . 
— _ Pv«-
Therefore (R/N)eC. fl ~ (0) and is an isomorphism 
et ^ 
when restricted to (R/N)e ^  . 
The next several lemmas connect the decomposition of R/N with that 
of R. 
Lemma 3,6. If R/N = there is a set of orthogonal idempotents 
£ ^ in R such that = e^. 
Proof. Let { a^ ^  be a set of elements of R such that a^ = e^g^. 
If if j, a^a-éN and there is an integer m. . such that (a-a^) = 0. J ^ J 
Set m = max ] and set b^ = a^"^. We have that b^ 
and that b^bj= 0 if i f j. Now set b Since b bj*^ ~^®i ~ 1 
there is an xeN such that b = 1 - x. Let n be the smallest integer, such 
that x^ = 0. Then (1-x)(l+x+...+x""^) = I and b has an inverse. We then 
set bj^b We then have % g = 1 and g^g_ = Oifi?^j. Also 
= & j = 6 ^ and £j[*\ = bj^ Vj b"^ 'j= ej^ . 
Lemma 3.7. Let e' be an id empotent of R and e = e' é R/N. Set 
 ^= tx \ (x ) e = 0 ^  and CK, = x^\xe' = 0 ^ . Then 01 = Rad 01, ' . 
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Proof. Suppose that xeRad Ct . Then x%' = (x e*)'^ = 0 for some n. 
Hence x e' 6 N and (x e') = (x v^ ) e = 0, 
Now let xeOt. (xv^)e =(xe' ) v ^  = 0. Then x e' e N and there 
is an integer n such that (x e')^ = x%' =0. 
Proposition 3.8. Let be a set of ideals in R and let 
=Rad 01^ . R = Z jR/ Ot^  if and only if R/n'=  ^d^  ^%(. " 
The following result is an important characterization of tensor 
products that have a primary decomposition for the zero ideal. 
Theorem 3.9. Let and F2 be k-extension fields, and set R = F-j^xj^F2 
and N equal to the nil radical of R. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for R to have a primary decomposition for the zero ideal is that F^and Fg 
have a finite number of free joins, R/ , and that R/N ^ %^R/ 
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. Let 
f\ = (0) be an irredundant primary representation and let 
= Rad 0%.^. From the discussion preceding Proposition 3.3 we see 
that F^ and F2 have a finite number of free joins and they are equivalent 
to the R/ . 
Now let Fg' be the separable algebraic closure of k in F^. 
R = ^ 2^ k^ 2' Possesses no non-zero nilpotent elements (2.3,6). Hence the 
ideals satisfy Z] CR'n N = (0). Since H b! is prime 
and every prime ideal of R'  is m.aximal (2.3.5), we have for some sub-
collection, R'1 , that R' = ZjK p where K p = R' / /7 r' . 
Since F2' is separably algebraically closed in F2, we see that KpXp.'^F2 
is an algebra with a primary zero ideal. From basic theory on tensor 
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products (F.x, F' )X F 'S'^ l.KGX I F . If 'if » are the component 
i K Z  2^ "  r  ^ 2  2  ^  
maps, ker is primary and Q ker (0). From the uniqueness of the 
irredundant primary representation we must have ' F2 = R/for 
suitable CC and hence R = and R/N = 21 ^R/ . 
The following result shows that the conditions of Proposition 3.3 
are both necessary and sufficient. 
Theorem 3.10. Let R = F]^x^F2 possess a primary representation for 
the zero ideal. R/N contains an integral domain composite Q if and only 
if 
(i) some free join, R/ , of F^ and F2 contains a composite 
which is equivalent to Q. 
(ii) each free join, R/ ^  , contains a composite which is a 
k-homomorphic image of Q 
Proof. The necessity is Proposition 3.3. Now by Theorem 3.9. 
R/N = 2! jR/ . Let ^be the homomorphism from Q ^ onto Q ^  and set 
4^(3 = id . Since R/N is a direct sum the ring Q I qfi Qp "} is a 
subring of R/N and is also a k-subalgebra since the 's are subalgebras 
of the R/-^'s. The correspondence q -a—> Iq ^ is then easily seem 
to be a k-isomorphism of Q ^  into R/N, and Q is a composite in R/N, 
Corollary 3.11. Suppose R = F2X^F2 has no non-zero nilpotent elements 
and that R has a primary representation for the zero ideal. R contains 
an integral domain composite Q if and only if conditions (i) and (ii) 
of Theorem 3t-10 are satisfied. 
Proof. In this case N = (0). 
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Having, in the previous section, studied the existence of a composite 
in R/N, we now direct our attention toward R. We shall consider only the 
case where R has a primary representation for the zero ideal, D (X.^  = 0. 
By taking the unique irredundant primary representation we get a unique 
representation of R as a direct sum of rings with primary zero ideals, 
A 
(^jR/ . Let TT^  denote the component homomorphism from R onto R/ 
and let denote the natural homomorphism from R/ onto R/ . 
We note that 
A A 
Now suppose that Q = F]_F2 is an integral domain composite of and 
F2 in R. Contrary to the situation in R/N, we do not necessarily have 
A. \ \ 
that Q is an integral domain composite in R/ . If (9 ^ ) 
^ A. 
= 0 and q ^  f 0, we can say only that for some n, q2 = 0 and that 
Q is a subdirect sum of rings with a primary zero ideal. We do see how- -
ever that Q is the same as that of Proposition 3.2. However 
from the fact that the subdirect sum representation is finite and 2.2.7 
we have the following. 
Proposition 4.1. If Q is an integral domain composite of Fj^ and 
F2 contained in R = Fj^x^F2, then some R/ contains a composite equiv­
alent to Q. 
We can clarify the situation somewhat with the following: 
Proposition 4.2. Let W be a sub-algebra of R such that W is an 
integral domain in R/N. Then Wv| = 0 if and only if (1 W C N. 
Proof. Let x €. H W . Then x e f) W which implies that 
X r\ W . Thus if (1 Wv| = 0, xv^ = 0 and x £ N. 
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Conversely, let x G. A W . There is a weW such that w >| = x. 
Since the counterimage ^ , w €. fl W. Since the zero ideal 
of W is primary, CL^ A W CN implies that 0 W = N HW. Thus 
w = X = 0 and 0 W v| = 0. 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that R contains an integral domain composite 
Q. Q 0% - Q ^  is equivalent to Q if and only if Q is equivalent 
to Q. 
Furthermore we have an analogue to Theorem 3.10. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that R has a primary representation 0 (0) 
for the zero ideal. R contains an integral composite Q equivalent to 
R/ if and only if 
(i) some R/ contains a composite Q ^  equivalent to R/. 
(ii) Each R/ contains a non-zero k-homomorphic image of Q 
Now assume that we have an integral domain composite Q = Fj^"F2* in R/N. 
-1 * We first observe that is a local subalgebra of R with a nil 
maximal ideal. Now assume that contains a k-extension field 
A At -
such that F^^ = F^' and set W = F^Fg. 
Lemma 4.5. W is a subalgebra of R with a primary zero ideal. 
Furthermore W . 
Proof. The first assertian holds since the kernel of restricted 
to W is both prime and nil. The second follows from the fact that 
Lemma 4.6. The identity of R is indecomposable in W. 
Proof. Suppose that e 7^ 1 is an idempotent of W, Since ( 1-e)^ = 
16 
2 l - 2 e + e  = 1  - e ,  1  -  e  i s  a l s o  a n  i d e m p o t e n t  o f  W .  A l s o  e ( l  -  e )  =  
2 
e - e =0, and hence either e is zero or a proper zero divisor of W. 
Since every zero divisor of W is nilpotent, there is an n such that 
e^ = e = 0. 
l b  A  A  
Let T be a homomorphism of R = F-jXj^F2 onto W = F]_F2 such that 
4* = F^ and ker 4" ^  . If e is an id empotent of R then e ^ is 
either zero or 1. Furthermore if 1 ^ is a set of orthogonal idempotents 
for R we have that only one e^^ 4^ , say 4^ , is non-zero. We then have 
that ^ restricted to Re^ is a homomorphism onto W. 
Theorem 4.7. Let R/N = X contain an integral domain com­
posite Q = F]^*F2* equivalent to R/ ^  and let be the minimal prime 
ideal contained in . Suppose R contains two k-extension fields F^ and 
A * 
F2 such that " ^i • Then R contains a composite equivalent to Q, 
if R/(%^  contains a composite equivalent to Q that intersects in 
zero. 
Proof. Since R/N = %^R/ then R = Z jR/ OL^. Let e be the 
orthogonal id empotent of R such that e i = 1 R. Then e TT = l€R/ 
since = 1 g R/N and e 5^ Thus we have that if r TT^ = 0 then 
r e = 0. This enables us to define a homomorphisrai 4* from R/OLj_ onto 
W by r "TT 2 ^  ]_ = re^ = r ^ . Now ker 4" ^  = ker ^ / (K 
Hence if I is any integral domain in R/  ^such that I A '^ / 0% ^ =( 0 ), 
I is imbedded by 2 into W and hence is in R. 
Corollary 4,8, Let R/N = Z^R/'^ contain a free join Q = F-[_*F2* 
A, Â 
equivalent to R/ ^  If R contains .two k-extension fields Fj_ and F2 
17 - • -
^ A 
such that ~ J then R contains a free join equivalent to Q if 
R/ does. 
Proof. In this case ker ^ 1 ^  1^ ^  1 which is nil. 
Let B be a transcendence basis for Fg over k and let L2 be the 
maximal separable extension of k(3) in F^. From the theory of the tensor 
product we have that F]^Xj^F2 = (F2X^L2)^I.2^2" ~ Fj^Xj^L2and consider 
R' as a k-subalgebra of R. 
Lemma 4.9. If e is an idempotent in R, e 6 R'. 
Proof. Let e = ZTr^xfji (r^£R', fL^). Since F2 is pure in­
separable over L2 there are integers n^ such that f^ G L^. Let 
n = max 'L p^  ^^  . Then e^  = S. r^ '^ xfi'^  i£.R'. 
Corollary 4.10. If R = ^^R/ ZZ^Re^ then R' "= 2ld^'®os. • 
The character of the component rings of R' is of interest. Since 
R* contains no non-zero nilpotent elements and every zero-divisor in 
is nilpotent, we have that R' is an integral domain in R/ 01^ . 
Thus R' is an integral domain composite of Fj^ and L2. Since every 
A ^ 
element of ker is a zero-divisor in R, we see that xeR* H ker 
is a zero-divisor in R' (See Zariski and Samuel t 7, p. 185 J ), Therefore 
the ideals D R' = are prime zero-divisor ideals of R' and 
the rings R'e^ = are free joins of F^ and L^. 
We have associated with each free join R/ of F^ and F2 a free 
join R'/'^^ of F^ and L2 such that R'/C. R/0%^ . Now consider 
the algebra R'/'^'^ ^L2^2' is a canonical L2 - homomorphism 
from R = R'xj^^F2 onto R'/'^J x F2 defined in the following way. If 
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A 
X ZI X f let X <1^ Z r IT^ x Since F2 is pure inseparable, over 
Lg , R'/ ' x^ F2 has a primary zero ideal (2.3.7). Let be the 
radical of the zero in R' /x F2 and let . Since N 
is prime we have that is prime. Now let x <s . Since x is 
nilpotent, x^ e x 1 = ker . However -^'^x 1 is a zero-
divisor ideal in R'. Hence is a prime zero-divisor ideal in R. 
Thus we have that (R'/x^ F2)/N is a free join of Fj^ and F2 
equivalent to R/ . 
Furthermore, if R' = "Zl^R'/ , we have that R = %^2^ 
= 21 From the fact that the corresponding primary components 
are unique (2.1.9) we have that R'/'^'^x^ F2 = R/ 
We collect these results in the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.11. Let B be a transcendence basis for F2 over k, and 
let L2 be the maximal separable extension of k(B) in F2. Let 
R = F]^ x^ F2 = ZjjR/CL^ and R' = F^ x^  L2. Then R' "= ZL where 
Hr', and is a free join of F^and L^. Furthermore the 
unique free join of and F2 over Lg is equivalent to the free join 
R/ of F^ and F2 over k. Also R/ OL^ is isomorphic to R'/ ^L2^2' 
Corollary 4.13. Let R %^^R/CL^ . R/ contains a composite 
equivalent to R/'^ if ^^2^^ does. 
With this result we have reduced,under the assumptions of Theorem 
4,7, the existence of a composite in R to the existence of a composite 
in one of the summands of R. Furthermore, we see that each summand of 
R is a tensor product of a field and an integral domain, and that this 
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field and integral domain possess a unique free join over a particular 
subfieId. 
Referring back to Theorem 3.9 we see that R/ 01^  is also isomorphic 
to some K^Xp, we F'2 is the separable algebraic closure of k in 
F2 and is a composite of and F2'. We note that K and F2 have 
a unique free join over Fg'. Thus we have also reduced the problem to 
finding a subalgebra in the tensor product of two fields which possess 
a unique free join. 
The advantages of Theorem 4.11 appear only in the case in which we 
w a n t  a  f r e e  j o i n  i n  I t  w i l l  t h e n  b e  e a s i e r  t o  e x t e n d  R '  / i n  
Fj^ Xj^ Fg to a free join of F-, and F2, since we do not need to be concerned 
with the transcendental character of F^ . 
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